
EXT: SCENE ONE

FADE IN

A nearly empty room in a old broken down and torn up house

also in the centre of the room there is a table with various

items on it right in the centre of the table there lies on

old book (The Book Of The Dead) there is a eerie silence

until suddenly there is a sound of a heavy heart beat.

FADE TO BLACK

four friends Bruce,Lauren,Jason and Sarah stand outside

abandoned old house.

JASON

SO THIS IS THE HOUSE?JUST A LITTLE RUN

DOWN HEY?

BRUCE

Nothing a little paint can’t

handle.

JASON

Your Joking right?

LAUREN

That’s Just go in.

The Four of them walk up to the house and enter through the

front door.

EXT:SCENE TWO

They begin to walk around the house. There is a eerie

feeling all around the has sudden disembodied voice.

LAUREN

Erm? What was That?

BRUCE

I heard nothing baby.

SARAH

I have a bad feeling about this.

They all enter the room with the table in. Jason is the

first to see the book, he goes over to the table and picks

up the the book and begins to flick through the pages.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JASON

Undi Wonda

A disembodied voice screams through the room.

SARAH

Stop Stop Stop!!!!!( Holding Hands

on Head).

BRUCE

Yeah come man stop, can’t you see

your freaking her out.

JASON

xenious!

silence

disembodied voice,knocking three times (the mocking of the

holy trinity)

EXT:SCENE THREE

Jason begins to laugh with obsession.

SARAH

Babe what’s up

Jason grabs hold of Sarah, Bruce and Lauren run into the

living room they try the front door but it is locked,

A Tv Suddenly turns on showing footage of Pee Wee Herman.

BRUCE

Ahhhhhh Peewee Herman(Screams Like

a Girl)

LAUREN

What shall we do?

BRUCE

Outback.

Bruce and Lauren run through rooms towards the back door,

pat Sarah and Jason who are now possessed. They both chase

after them.

Sarah bites Bruce’s hand as he walks past.

Bruce and Sarah make it through the back door slamming it in

both of there face.

Bruce and Laura check the back gate.



3.

EXT:SCENE FOUR

Bruce’s hand starts to go black and he falls to the floor.

LAUREN

Bruce? what,s going on?

BRUCE

Stay back.

Bruce says a knife on the ground next to him, he picks it up

to go and cut his hand off.

LAUREN

bno!

A splatter of blood hits the floor,Laura picks Bruce up from

the floor now missing a hand.

LAUREN

are you ok?

BRUCE

Groovy.

Bruce has a tight grip on the knife.Bruce and Lauren see a

chainsaw in the shed.

LAUREN

We can use this to kill them.

BRUCE

Ha, That’s really something, but at

the end of the day there just to

heavy.

EXT:SCENE FIVE

They both make there way back into were they see Sarah

sitting on the floor.

SARAH

we are gonna get you.

Jason runs in pinning Lauren to the wall and bits here neck.

Bruce throws Jason off her,Lauren slides down the wall and

sits on the floor and begins to hold her neck.

Sarah runs at Bruce, Bruce kicks her down, Bruce turns

around to see Lauren on her feet now processed.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Not you too.

Lauren knocks Bruce down, Bruce now on the floor see’s the

book of the dead.

BRUCE

I have a idea, Hope it works.

Bruce starts to crawl across the floor with his knife in

front of him, Sarah,Jason and Lauren try dragging Bruce by

the legs to stop him from getting the book.

Bruce quickly grabs the book and with his knife stabs the

book through the middle.

all of them scream and drop dead. Bruce lets go of the book.

BRUCE

I’m sorry.

The sun comes out Bruce lays tired on the floor.

BRUCE

What a long night.

The END


